
Treatment centres

Preventive care – 
the professional and 
profitable solution.

ProFeel+
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Invest now – and reap the benefits.

ProFeel+ – the new preventive care con-

cept developed by Sirona – complies with

the growing health awareness and the

aesthetic demands of patients. ProFeel+

will extend your services portfolio –

and boost the earnings potential and

competitive standing of your practice.

Make a truly lasting impression.

The carefully selected upholstery colours

are perfectly matched to the “wellness”

decors on the water unit. The ProFeel+

unit makes a fresh and friendly

impression and contributes to a pleasant

and relaxed atmosphere in your dental

practice.

ProFeel+ – the integrated preventive care 
concept that unlocks new
opportunities.
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Please note: some of the product features shown in this brochure are optional extras

ProFeel+

Relaxed atmosphere.

The ProFeel+ concept marks a radical

departure from traditional dental equip-

ment design. The emphasis is on relaxation

and well-being as opposed to strict func-

tionality.

Ergonomic treatment chair – outstanding
comfort during extended treatment sessions

SIVISION 3 patient communication system 
(monitor plus intraoral camera) – ideal for 
efficient patient counselling

All the necessary handpieces are 
integrated into the dentist’s element –

ready for use at all times

Easily accessible glass cuspidor bowl
and generous glass worktop –
attractive and practical design features

ProFeel+ – guaranteed well-being.

Choice of three attractive wellness 
decorative designs – for

enhanced patient well-being

T h e  D e n t a l  C o m p a n y
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ProFeel+

Preventive care and counselling
ProFeel+ – counselling and care in a single unit.

All in one. ProFeel+ is the ideal solution

for all aspects of preventive dental care.

You can perform examinations, counsel

patients and demonstrate cleaning tech-

niques without having to change places.

This saves time, space and, last not least,

money.

All-in-one concept – the benefits in brief:

■ Treatment and counselling in a single unit
■ Swivelling cuspidor and mirror for the convenient instruction 

of patients in dental hygiene techniques
■ Patient communication system with flat panel monitor and 

intraoral camera for effective diagnosis and counselling

Examination and counselling play a crucial role in 

preventive care. The SIVISION 3 patient communication

system opens up new perspectives. With the help of

intraoral camera images you can explain your diagnostic

findings and discuss possible courses of treatment.

Demonstrating dental hygiene techniques – e.g.

flossing – couldn’t be easier. The cuspidor bowl and

large-sized mirror are within easy reach of the patient.

ProFeel+ is ideal for carrying out professional dental

hygiene procedures. All the necessary instruments –

e.g. scaler – are at your fingertips.

ProFeel+ – optimum support for 

all aspects of preventive care

■ Examination and counselling

■ Professional cleaning

■ Polishing

■ Fluoridation

■ Follow-up checks

T h e  D e n t a l  C o m p a n y
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ProFeel+ – the integrated 
preventive care solution.

ProFeel+

Integration

Four chair programmes, plus individual 
manual adjustment

Adjustment of motor speed and scaler
intensity

Indicator showing intensity of motor
and scaler
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90°
120°

Tip no. 1L

Tip no. 2L

Tip no. 3L

Tip no. 4L

SIROTIP S1

SIROTIP S2

SIROTIP S3

SPRAYVIT: This innovative multifunctional syringe
speeds up diagnosis and enables you to check at a
glance that preparation has been performed correctly.
■ Outer casing and nozzles are easy to sterilize
■ Anti-retraction system for the spray water

T1 CLASSIC PROPHY: Made of titanium, this ergo-
nomically designed contra-angle handpiece delivers
outstanding cleaning and polishing performance in
combination with brush and cup attachments (snap-
on or screw-in).
■ Centre of gravity lies exactly in the operator’s hand
■ Smooth one-piece titanium casing is pleasant to 

the touch
■ Entire handpiece can be sterilized

Mini L.E.D.: This new curing light combines top per-
formance with optimum ease of use.
■ High output (1250 mW/m3); 7.5 mm glass rod
■ Broad wavelength range (420 – 480 nm) compatible

with nearly all commercially available composite 
materials

■ Choice of operating modes for perfect results every 
time

ProSmile Handy: This versatile air polishing handpiece
is ideal for the gentle removal of plaque, calculus and
stains from the tooth surfaces, fissures and interdental
spaces. The integration of the ProSmile Handy means
that you can dispense with costly installation of a 
separate benchtop unit.
■ Attractive ergonomic design
■ Compatible with a wide range of different quick 

couplings (Click&Go)
■ Choice of two nozzles (120° and 90°) for optimum 

access
■ Large-capacity powder chamber

SIROSONIC / L: This multifunctional ultrasonic hand-
piece fulfils all the requirements for efficient scaling.
■ Water supply directly adjustable on the handpiece
■ Controlled, straight-line oscillation
■ High-intensity ring illumination
■ Spray adjustment via the quick coupling

SIROAIR L: This high-performance air-powered scaler
is ideal for removing plaque and calculus.
■ Can be attached directly to the Sirona quick 

coupling
■ Highest power setting protected by a special safety

mechanism
■ Spray adjustment via the quick coupling
■ Ring illumination 

The following tips are available:

SIROSONIC / L SIROAIR L

ProSmile powder: The ideal
solution for air polishing applications.
The powder has a fresh minty flavour
and offers convincing flow properties
and polishing performance.

High-intensity SIROLUX F operating light:
Boasting a maximum intensity of 25,000 lux the 
SIROLUX F light unit enables you to work under daylight
conditions. The light can be activated either via the con-
trol panel or via a non-contact sensor switch.

Perfectly equipped. ProFeel+ offers

everything you need in order to provide

efficient preventive care. The dentist’s 

element boasts Sirona brand handpieces

geared to your individual prophylaxis re-

quirements. There is plenty of space on top

of the instrument console and the control

panel is clearly structured for ease of use.

Clearly structured control panel:
Selecting the intensity of the electric motor or scaler is
very simple. The last speed setting is automatically 
saved when the instrument is returned to the holder.

Individually adjustable spray
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Single foot control for all
the treatment functions
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ProFeel+

Ergonomics and design ProFeel+ – optimum well-being 
for patients and staff.

Outstanding ergonomics. 

The perfect interplay between operator

and treatment centre is a precondition for

a smooth and effective workflow. ProFeel+

has been designed specifically for two-

handed operation. All the controls are 

within easy reach. This means that you can

maintain a comfortable fatigue-free

posture at all times.

The ergonomic chair moulds itself to

the patient’s anatomy, thus promoting

relaxation and well-being.

Attractive design.

The ProFeel+ is a dedicated preventive care

unit and marks a deliberate departure from

conventional dental treatment centres. The

eye-catching glass components and the

sleek design of the water unit create a

welcoming atmosphere.

ProFeel+

Integration

before after

Seeing is believing.

The optional SIVISION 3 patient commu-

nication system (flat panel monitor plus

intraoral camera) is the ideal complement

to your preventive care centre. Two

different camera models are available. And

there are two different camera mounting

options: in the dentist’s element or in

an additional holder at the monitor.

SIVISION 3 operates either as a stand-

alone system or as an integral part of your

practice computer network. This reinforces

trust in your professional services and

opens up additional earnings potential.

SIROCAM 3 intraoral camera
■ Titanium housing
■ High-resolution four-image memory
■ Three focal depths: full face/smile 

line/close-up

SIROCAM C intraoral camera
■ Plastic housing
■ Four-image memory
■ Two focal depths: smile line/close-up

Ergonomics and design – the benefits in brief

■ All the instruments and controls are within easy reach that 
enables outstanding ease of use for the operator

■ Easily accessible cuspidor plus ErgoMotion function for 
outstanding comfort for the patient 

■ Innovative and attractive design promotes the well-being 
of patients

■ Choice of 12 different colours and three decorative designs
for the water unit 
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The synchronized move-
ments of the chair cushion
and backrest (ErgoMotion)
ensure that the patient does
not feel stretched or squash-
ed when the chair is repos-
itioned. It is not necessary to
adjust the headrest.

The patient has easy access
to swivelling cuspidor and
can activate the fountain
function at the touch of a
button. An added motiv-
ation – especially for chil-
dren.

ProFeel+ explores new av-
enues in equipment design –
as evidenced in the green,
satin-finish glass elements
and the other colour-coordin-
ated components. The large
glass worktop offers the pa-
tient additional space.

The soft upholstery ensures
excellent comfort, regard-
less of whether the patient
is sitting or reclining.

Three wellness decorative
designs in combination with
the metallic grey surface
can be ordered as an
optional extra:

Integration – the benefits in brief:

■ Array of instruments geared precisely to preventive care 
requirements

■ Precise percentage-based adjustment of motor speed and 
ultrasound intensity

■ High-intensity operating light
■ Optional patient communication system (flat panel monitor 

plus intraoral camera) for effective counselling 

Treatment revolves around
the patient. The cleverly
designed geometry of the
ProFeel+ unit eliminates
bending and stretching and
allows you to maintain a
healthy posture at all times.

Schritt 1

”Agua“ ”Flora“ ”Tau“
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Step 2

Step 1



Safety first. 

ProFeel+ has been designed from the

outset to support quick and effective

infection control procedures. It goes

without saying that ProFeel+ complies

with all the relevant national and

international safety standards.

Hygiene inside and outside.

The built-in disinfection unit continuously

treats the mains water and prevents the

formation of biofilm. The surfaces are easy

to clean. Critical components can be easily

removed and thermally disinfected.
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ProFeel+

HygieneProFeel+ – intelligent hygiene concept

Infection control – the benefits in brief

■ Smooth, easy-to-clean surfaces
■ Critical components can be removed and disinfected
■ Built-in disinfection unit

The suction hoses do not come into contact with
the floor.

The built-in disinfection unit continuously treats
both the instrument spray and mouth-rinse water.
It also sanitizes the critical media channels.

The instrument holder can be removed and
thermally disinfected.

The light handles have a quick-release mechanism
for fast and easy removal.

The control panel is protected by a transparent
silicone membrane.

T h e  D e n t a l  C o m p a n y
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ProFeel+

Return on investmentProFeel+ – an investment that pays dividends.

Return on investment – the benefits in brief

■ Professional prophylaxis treatment
■ Quick amortization of your investment
■ Minimum space requirements
■ Upgradeable in easy stages

Example of an 8 m2 treatment room

Space-saving design.

ProFeel+ is efficient in every sense of the

word. On a floor space of just six square

metres you can create a fully featured 

preventive care studio, where your hygienist

can work independently and generate 

additional revenue for your dental practice.

Upgradeable

Deciding to offer preventive care services

is a major step towards securing your 

future success. You yourself can determine

how big this first step is. Further

handpieces and/or the patient commu-

nication system can be added at a later

date. This means that you can spread your

capital outlay over a longer period.

T h e  D e n t a l  C o m p a n y

Example of a 6 m2 treatment room
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ProFeel+

Options
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ProFeel+ – options

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5

SPRAYVIT Motor ProSmile Handy/ Camera SIROSONIC L
or SIROAIR or Mini L.E.D.
ProSmile Handy/ or
SIROAIR ProSmile Handy/

SIROAIR

Ch
ai

r

■ Choice of narrow or broad backrest
■ Choice of flat or articulated headrest
■ Choice of standard or soft upholstery 

(soft upholstery available only in com-
bination with broad backrest) 

■ Valve set
■ Children’s booster cushion
■ Children’s headrest cushion
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■ Choice of dry or wet-line suction system
■ Three wellness decorative designs in

combination with metallic grey surface

■ Monitor mounted on the light support
column

■ SIROCAM 3 or SIROCAM C in the 
dentist’s element or next to the 
monitor
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Children’s booster cushion
and headrest cushion
For the comfortable and
ergonomic treatment of
young patients.

Articulated headrest
You can choose between an
articulated headrest (shown
here) or a flat version with
wedge-shaped cushion.
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Further options:
■ Instead of the dentist’s element ProFeel+ is 

available with additional tray and clip-on tray

■ Conversion kit for extending seat height of 
dentist´s work-stool

■ 4-way footswitch

■ SIROLUX F operating light
■ SIROLUX F ceiling-mounted model
■ SIROLUX F ceiling-mounted combination

together with HELIODENT DS

Wide range of colours:

Patient communication
Flexible integration options
with either the SIROCAM 3
or SIROCAM C camera.
Extends the possibilities 
for patient counselling.

13 upholstery colours (standard and soft upholstery)

12 surface colours

Valve set
Air and water supply
mounted directly on the
treatment centre. Ideal for
the connection of external
equipment.

■ Aspirator
■ Saliva ejector
■ Mini L.E.D.

■ ProFeel+ is also available without an 
assistant’s element

Option: Whip-arm hose 
system
The solution for dentists
who are used to work with
whip-arm hose guides. The
dentist’s element can be
ordered with an additional
tray.

■ Dentist’s element with whip-arm hose guides
■ In the case of the version with hanging hoses the Mini L.E.D.

can be mounted on an additional holder

ProFeel+ without dentist’s
element 
You have the option of 
dispensing with the dentist’s
element. In this case you 
can order a tray unit with a 
clip-on extension. Each unit
comes with two ProFeel+

T-shirts for your practice
team.

T h e  D e n t a l  C o m p a n y

Each unit comes with two ProFeel+ T shirts for your
practice team.



Sirona – 
creating and maintaining value.
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Sirona Dental Systems GmbH
Fabrikstrasse 31 · D-64625 Bensheim
E-mail: contact@sirona.de
www.sirona.com

Dealer’s stamp

Handpieces

Hygiene systems

X-ray systems

CEREC

Treatment centres
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Logical. You are right to expect a

great deal from the world’s only full-

range supplier of dental equipment –

in particular, an extensive product

portfolio, first-class service, out-

standing quality and tremendous

value for money. Sirona covers the

entire dental equipment spectrum:

treatment centres, handpieces, X-ray

systems, hygiene systems, imaging

systems and, last not least, CEREC

ceramic restoration systems. Build-

ing products that stand the test of

time, Sirona is the professional

partner for the dental profession.




